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1.  Introduction  

Purpose of this Report 

1.1. Amalgam Landscape, a Registered Practice of the Landscape Institute, has produced this 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) on behalf of Pelagic Energy for a 
proposed 20MW (approximately) solar development (the proposals) at Sherbourne, 
Warwick. 

1.2. The proposals are located within Warwick District Council (WDC). 

1.3. The purpose of the LVIA is to identify and outline the existing landscape character and 
visual amenity receptors within the study area, including their sensitivity to change and to 
assess the potential magnitude of impact and level of effect on these receptors as a result 
of the proposals. Design and mitigation measures are proposed, including during the 
initial design phase, to reduce the impacts and effects of the proposals. Impacts and 
effects are assessed at significant stages in the life of the proposals, including 
construction, operation and de-commissioning. Residual impacts and effects, following 
the implementation of any mitigation measures, such as planting, are also assessed.  

1.4. The LVIA therefore informs the subsequent more detailed design in respect of the 
development of the site with the emphasis on promoting landscape character, reducing 
visibility as well as improving biodiversity and nature conservation benefits. 

1.5. The LVIA also considers the cumulative effects of the proposals when perceived with 
other solar energy schemes that are operational, under construction, consented and 
pending planning1 within the study area.  

1.6. The LVIA will therefore assist decision makers, members of the public and other 
interested parties by providing a clear and common understanding of the predicted 
landscape and visual impacts and effects of the proposals in an impartial and professional 
way. 

The Proposals 

1.7. The site comprises two separate areas of agricultural land, within the Green Belt. The 
location of the proposals is illustrated on Figure 1. 

1.8. The proposals will consist of: 

 A 20MW (approximately) solar scheme of fixed photo-voltaic (PV) panels;  

 The PV panels will be mounted no higher than 3m from ground level and orientated 
southwards to maximise power generation; 

 The PV panels will be arranged in rows and spaced to avoid shadowing from panel to 
panel; 

                                                 
1 ‘Pending planning’ – solar schemes that have been submitted for a planning application decision. This does 
not include solar schemes in screening or scoping or those that have been refused planning permission. 
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 The PV panels will be mounted on metal frames with support posts inserted into the 
ground to a depth of approximately 1-1.5m, depending on ground conditions, thereby 
avoiding the use of concrete foundations, unless required; 

 A 2m high perimeter post and wire (deer) fence will surround the proposals; 

 Inverters, DNO sub-station, switchgear housing, storage containers, communications 
building, O+M building and CCTV poles. The CCTV poles will be positioned every c. 
50m around the perimeter fence; 

 Access will be via existing entrances and farm tracks off the B4483; and 

 Internal tracks (for construction and operation) approximately 4m wide consisting of 
crushed stone. 

1.9. The proposals will involve the following distinct phases: 

 Construction phase – approximately 30 weeks; 

 Operation phase – 40 years; and 

 De-commissioning phase – approximately 24 weeks. 

Scope of the LVIA 

1.10. The LVIA: 

 Identifies the methodology, including defining the extent of the study area and the 
detailed technical approach. The study area is a minimum of 5km radius measured 
from the boundary of the proposals as this is where the most ‘noticeable’ effects may 
occur; 

 Describes the existing site and its immediate surroundings. Aerial photographic 
images and annotated panoramic photographic views are used to help describe and 
illustrate the existing site; 

 Describes the wider context of the site and its sensitivity within the study area including 
landscape relevant designations, landscape character and visual amenity receptors 
and their views. Annotated panoramic photographic views, from publicly accessible 
locations are used to help describe and illustrate the existing context; 

 Identifies operational, under construction, consented and pending planning solar 
schemes within the study area. Operational solar schemes form part of the existing 
conditions assessment; 

 Proposes mitigation measures which aim to avoid, reduce or compensate for any 
effects. Mitigation through siting and design are critical in reducing the potential 
landscape and visual effects of the proposals. ‘Additional’ mitigation measures are 
also proposed, including new planting. An indicative landscape masterplan helps to 
illustrate the integration of the proposals into the wider landscape, whilst also providing 
landscape and nature conservation benefits; 

 Describes the magnitude of impact and the level of effect as well as any residual 
impacts and effects, on the existing landscape character and visual amenity receptors 
and their views as a result of the proposals. Use is made of a computer generated 
Zones of Theoretical Visibility (ZTVs) to identify the locations in the study area where 
the proposals could be potentially visible. Panoramic photographic views and 
photomontages are also used to illustrate the potential impacts and effects of the 
proposals from publicly accessible viewpoints within the study area;  
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 Assesses the additional cumulative effects of the proposals in combination with other 
operational, under construction, consented and pending planning solar schemes on 
the surrounding landscape character and views from visual amenity receptors; and 

 Provide conclusions on the overall landscape and visual effects of the proposals. 

 

2.  Methodology 

2.1  The LVIA is carried out by experienced chartered landscape architects. They apply 
professional judgements in a structured and consistent way, following the guidelines 
produced by the relevant professional bodies concerned with landscape and visual impact 
assessment. These guidelines are identified in Appendix A. 

2.2  In line with the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment2 (GLVIA), the 
primary guidance in respect of LVIA, the methodology used for this assessment has three 
iterative key stages, as follows: 

 Existing conditions (or baseline assessment) – this includes the gathering and 
description of information to inform the assessment, including information on 
operational, under construction and consented solar schemes within the study area; 

 Design – this includes input into the design at key stages including defining the site 
boundary and extent of development, identification of opportunities and constraints, 
review of initial design layout, discussion and recommendation of mitigation measures; 
and 

 Assessment of Impacts and Effects – this includes an assessment of the potential 
landscape and visual effects of the proposals as well as any residual effects following 
the growth of mitigation measures and any cumulative effects. 

Existing Conditions Assessment Methodology 

2.3  The description of the existing conditions establishes the baseline situation against which 
the effects of the proposals are assessed. 

2.4  The description of the baseline conditions includes: 

 Site description – which is the description of the site, the boundaries and the 
immediate surrounds; 

 Cumulative information – which includes information on solar schemes that are 
operational. Consented and pending planning solar schemes do not form part of the 
existing conditions assessment; 

 Landscape relevant designations – which is the description of areas or features 
recognised for their landscape value, at a national and local scale. These help inform 
the sensitivity and importance, attributed by the national and local government, to 
areas or features within the site and study area; 

 Landscape character - which is the description of the physical characteristics of the 
landscape and their sensitivity to change. The landscape is divided into discrete areas 
of similar characteristics called ‘landscape character areas.’ Reference is made to 

                                                 
2 Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA), Third Edition, 2013, The Landscape 
Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 
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previously published landscape character assessments at a national and local scale; 
and 

 Visual amenity receptors – which is the identification of people and a description of 
their views. Views from settlements including towns, villages, hamlets and individual 
residential properties and farms, places of interest, recreational routes and national 
cycle routes, local public rights of way, bridleways and cycleways, major and minor 
roads and railway lines are assessed. The sensitivity of the visual amenity receptors is 
also described. 

2.5 Existing information is collected through a combination of desk studies, site survey and 
consultation. 

Desk Study 

2.6  An initial desk study was undertaken to review existing map and written data, relevant to 
the study area. Details of sources of information are found in Appendix A. A summary of 
the desk study is outlined below: 

 Internet search and review of relevant development plans for policies and designations 
to gain an understanding of the ‘importance,’ ‘value’ and ‘sensitivity’ of designated 
features attributed to the landscape and visual resource by the national and local 
government; 

 Previously published landscape character assessments at a national and local scale to 
gain an understanding of the overall character, quality and sensitivity of the existing 
landscape within the study area; 

 Maps and internet data to gain an understanding of the landform and landscape 
pattern as well as for information on location of public rights of way and visitor 
attractions; and 

 Internet data to find information on operational, under construction, consented and 
pending planning solar schemes. The information is constantly changing and was last 
updated at the end of September 2021. 

Site Survey 

2.7  A site survey, including a photographic survey, was undertaken in fine weather in 
September 2021. 

2.8  The site was visited and the survey within the study area was undertaken from selected 
publicly accessible areas, such as public highways and public rights of way. Views from 
private properties, such as houses and settlements, were estimated from the closest 
publicly accessible location and checked using aerial photography. 

2.9  The site survey helped to gain an understanding of the existing landscape character and 
visual amenity receptors and their views within the study area and the potential impacts 
and effects as a result of the proposals.  

2.10  The site survey also helped to inform the design including defining the layout and extent 
and identifying mitigation measures to reduce any potential effects. This supplemented 
the available information collected during the desk study.  

2.11  An additional site survey, following feedback from WDC Landscape Officer, was also 
undertaken in fine weather in January 2022 where additional viewpoints were taken from 
the north and from the public rights of way to the west and south-west. 
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Consultation 

2.12  A pre-application response was received from the Planning Officer at WDC in August 
2021. It was suggested that the provision of a LVIA would be essential in any forthcoming 
application.  

2.13  Of relevance to the LVIA: 

 The site is in the Green Belt. The resulting visual impact on the rural landscape and 
open countryside setting of the site in its immediate context should be considered; 

 The site is relatively flat, however, the site is exposed from public vantage points (in 
particular from the M40 and the elevated A46). Whilst planting would act as screening 
to some degree, this takes years to establish, and the elevated position of the road 
network would still afford views down into the site. The visual impacts can therefore 
not be easily mitigated; and 

 The WDC Tree Officer was consulted as part of this pre-application exercise and 
stated that they have no objection to the principle of development, but the existing field 
boundary hedgerows are likely to contain some arboricultural assets of character at 
the very least, and possibly veering toward veteran status and of significant habitat 
value. For reassurance there would need to be an assessment of those boundary 
trees and hedges, and a plan for their retention and management as part of any 
forthcoming planning application. 

2.14 The draft LVIA was issued to the Landscape Officer at WDC in November 2021. 
Comments were received in December 2021 and have informed the revisions to the LVIA. 
In summary, these included: 

 An additional viewpoint was requested from the north. This has been included in the 
LVIA as Viewpoint 10 – From A4189; 

 Additional viewpoints were requested from the public rights of way to the west. These 
have been included in the LVIA as Viewpoint 8 – From public right of way and 
Viewpoint 9 – From public right of way, adjacent to Snow Hill; 

 It was recommended that hedgerows be managed to 2m high. With reference to the 
Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines for the Wooded Estatelands landscape type, 
hedgerows should be allowed to grow thicker and taller, up to 2m in height. More detail 
has been included within the Mitigation section of this report and on Figure 10 – 
Indicative Landscape Masterplan; and 

 More detail was requested on the depth of proposed tree planting along the northern 
boundary with the M40 and the inclusion of proposed trees within the proposed 
hedgerow mix. More detail has been included within the Mitigation section of this 
report and on Figure 10 – Indicative Landscape Masterplan. 

Landscape Character and Visual Amenity Receptor Sensitivity Methodology 

2.15  Landscape character and visual amenity receptors are assessed according to their 
sensitivity to change by combining the considerations of susceptibility and value.  

2.16  The sensitivity of both landscape character and visual amenity receptors are evaluated 
according to a five-point scale. The criteria used to assess the sensitivity of landscape 
character and visual amenity receptors are outlined in Table 1. The susceptibility to 
change referred to relates specifically to the proposals.   
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Table 1  Broad criteria for assessing the sensitivity of landscape and visual receptors 

Sensitivity Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  
High Distinctive landscape elements and/or 

character, with very limited ability to 
accommodate change.  
Includes areas with a very strong positive 
character with valued features that 
combine to give an experience of unity, 
richness and harmony.  
Landscapes in excellent condition that are 
considered to be of particular importance to 
conserve. No detractors present.  
Likely to be designated and could include 
very highly valued landscapes of strong 
scenic quality and rarity on a 
national/international scale (World Heritage 
Sites, National Parks/Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty). 

Residents of residential properties and 
settlements (ground floor – where it is 
assumed this is the ‘main’ living area, 
including gardens). 
Users of public rights of way/open access 
land in nationally/internationally designated 
areas of landscape value (World Heritage 
Sites, National Parks/Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty).   
Users of national trails. 
Visitors to valued viewpoints (for example 
promoted or well-known viewpoints, key 
designed views or panoramic viewpoints 
marked on maps).  

Medium-high Highly valued landscape elements and/or 
character with limited ability to 
accommodate change.  
These are landscapes in very good 
condition that are considered to be of 
importance to conserve. No or few 
detractors present.  
Likely to be designated and could include 
valued landscapes of scenic quality and 
rarity on a regional or local scale 
(AGLVs/SLAs, designed landscapes). 

Residents of residential properties and 
settlements (first floor – where it is 
assumed these are bedrooms/bathrooms – 
not the main living area). 
Users of public rights of way/open access 
areas which could be locally recognised 
(for example AGLVs/SLAs) or in locations 
where the users are likely to pause to 
appreciate the view, such as at benches, 
key views to/from local landmarks.  
Users of outdoor recreational facilities with 
high interest in surrounding environment 
including visitors to attractions or heritage 
assets.  
Users of recognised cycle routes and 
recreational routes. 
Travellers along identified scenic road 
routes. 

Medium Moderately valued or ‘everyday’ landscape 
elements and/or landscape character, with 
some ability to accommodate change.  
These are landscapes in good condition 
which could be appreciated by the 
community but has little or no wider 
recognition. 
Some detractors likely to be present. 

Users of public rights of way/open access 
land.   
Recreational users travelling at low speeds 
on bridleways/cycle paths.  
Visitors to cemeteries. 
Visitors staying at a caravan/camping sites. 
Outdoor sporting facilities and users of 
recreational facilities with low interest in 
surrounding environment.  

Medium-low Reasonably valued landscape elements 
and/or landscape character, with good 
ability to accommodate change.  
Could include features/areas that exhibit 
positive character but which may have 
evidence of alteration, degradation and 
erosion of features resulting in areas of 

Travellers along most minor roads. 
Outdoor sporting facilities and users of 
recreational facilities with low interest in 
surrounding environment.   
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Sensitivity Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  
more mixed character. 
Some detractors likely to be present. 

Low Weak landscape structure, partly degraded 
with frequent detractors with very 
good/substantial ability to accommodate 
change. 
Highly likely to be a non-designated 
landscape in poor condition which could 
include elements and/or areas that are 
generally negative in character with few, if 
any, valued features. 

Static office workers and workers in 
industrial facilities/indoor non-static 
environments. 
Travellers with limited opportunity to enjoy 
the view due to speed of travel (for 
example on motorways, trunk roads or rail 
routes). 

Design Methodology 

2.17  A leading role was played by the chartered landscape architect in informing the design 
during the assessment process, including informing the extent of the site, site layout and 
development design as well as determining the landscape mitigation measures. 

Assessment of Impacts and Effects Methodology 

2.18  The existing conditions descriptions and the determination of sensitivity help to assess the 
magnitude of impact and level of effect on the landscape character and visual amenity 
receptors as a result of the proposals. 

Magnitude of Impact Methodology 

2.19  An ‘impact’ is defined as a change likely to occur as a result of the construction, operation 
and de-commissioning of the proposals.  

2.20  The scale or magnitude of impact is determined through the assessment of the duration 
and extent of the changes to the landscape and visual resource as a result of the 
proposals.  

2.21  The duration of impact determines the time period over which the changes as a result of 
the proposals occurs. Most impacts as a result of the proposals would be long-term, 
however medium or short-term impacts may be identified where mitigation such as 
planting is proposed. For example, it is expected that the maturing of proposed planting 
will screen views over time. In addition, the construction impacts will also be short-term.  

2.22  The extent of the impact indicates the geographic area over which the changes as a result 
of the proposals occur. The extent of the impacts could be limited (for example, only a 
small part of the site or view); localised; intermediate or wide. 

2.23  The magnitude of impact on both landscape character and visual amenity receptors are 
evaluated according to a six-point scale. The broad criteria for assessing the magnitude of 
impacts are outlined in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Broad criteria for assessing the magnitude of impact on landscape character 
and visual amenity receptors 

Magnitude 
of impact 

Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  

High High levels of change to landscape 
elements/ landscape character.  
The proposals will be very prominent in the 
landscape and will be perceived as a 
determining factor of the landscape 
character.  
The proposals will lead to a major alteration 
to the landscape character.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, will be immediately 
apparent and contribute to a ‘landscape 
with solar schemes.’ 

Receptors would experience an immediately 
apparent change to their views, arising from 
major alteration to the key characteristics of 
the existing view or the introduction of 
elements that will be totally uncharacteristic 
of the view.  
The proposals will dominate the field of view 
and be impossible not to notice.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be immediately 
apparent and contribute to a view dominated 
by solar schemes.   

Medium-high Prominent level of change to landscape 
elements/landscape character.  
The proposals will be obvious in the 
landscape and will generally be perceived 
as a determining factor in local landscape 
character.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be obvious and 
contribute to a ‘landscape with solar 
schemes.’ 

Receptors would experience an apparent 
change to their views.  
The proposals would be prominent in views 
or would be perceived as the determining 
factor within the field of view and be difficult 
not to notice.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be obvious and 
contribute to a view influenced by solar 
schemes. 

Medium Partial levels of change to landscape 
elements/landscape character.  
The proposals will be noticeable but not 
necessarily a determining factor of the 
landscape character. 
The proposals would lead to a change to 
the landscape character. 
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be apparent and 
contribute to a ‘landscape with solar 
schemes.’ 

Receptors would experience a readily 
apparent change to their view, arising from 
partial alteration to the key characteristics of 
the existing view or the introduction of 
elements that may be prominent but will not 
dominate the field of view.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be apparent and 
contribute to a view influenced by solar 
schemes. 

Medium-low Minor levels of change to landscape 
elements/landscape character.  
The proposals will be perceived but will not 
be a determining factor of the landscape 
character. 
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be noticeable and 
may contribute to a ‘landscape with solar 
schemes.’ 

Receptors would experience an apparent but 
minor change in their view, arising from an 
alteration to the view.  
The proposals will be present in views but 
will form only a minor element.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, would be noticeable and may 
contribute to a view influenced by solar 
schemes. 

Low Low levels of change to landscape 
elements/landscape character.  
The proposals will be present and will be 
perceived as a background feature of the 
wider landscape character.  
The proposals would lead to a minor 

Receptors would experience a low level of 
change to views. The proposals will be 
present in the wider landscape but will be 
perceived as a background component of 
views and easily go unnoticed.  
The proposals would lead to a minor change 
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Magnitude 
of impact 

Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  

change to the landscape character.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, will not be immediately 
noticeable, although it may contribute to a 
‘landscape with solar schemes.’ 

to the view.  
The proposals, when perceived with other 
solar schemes, will not be immediately 
noticeable, although it may contribute to a 
view with solar schemes. 

No change Indiscernible level of change. Equivalent to 
no change. 

Indiscernible level of change. Equivalent to 
no change. 

Level of Effect Methodology 

2.24  An ‘effect’ is defined as the degree of change likely to occur as a result of the 
construction, operation and de-commissioning of the proposals. 

2.25  The level of the effects on landscape character and visual amenity receptors is 
determined by balancing the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of impact as a 
result of the construction, operation and de-commissioning of the proposals. 

2.26  The correlation between the sensitivity of the landscape character and visual amenity 
receptor and the magnitude of impact to determine the level of effect is summarised in 
Table 3. The matrix is however not a prescriptive tool and the analysis of the level of 
effects requires the exercise of professional judgement. 

Table 3  Overall determination of level of effect on landscape character and visual 
amenity receptors 

 
 

Sensitivity of receptor 
High Medium-high Medium Medium-low Low 

M
ag

ni
tu

de
 o

f i
m

pa
ct

 

High Major Major or 
Moderate 

Moderate Moderate or 
Minor 

Minor 

Medium-high Major or 
Moderate 

Moderate Moderate Moderate or 
Minor 

Minor 

Medium Moderate Moderate Moderate Minor Negligible 

Medium-low Moderate or 
Minor 

Minor Minor Minor or 
Negligible 

Negligible 

Low Minor Minor or 
Negligible 

Minor or 
Negligible 

Negligible Negligible 

No change Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

2.27  The level of effect on both landscape character and visual amenity receptors are 
evaluated according to a five-point scale. The broad criteria for assessing the level of 
effect are outlined in Table 4.  

Table 4  Broad criteria for assessing the level of effect on landscape character and 
visual amenity receptors 

Level of effect Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  
Major Where the proposals would be highly 

noticeable and/or noticeably alter a 
recognised landscape or landscape 
feature; the proposals would be the 

Where the proposals would be 
uncharacteristic or would substantially alter a 
valued/ very important view or view of high 
quality. 
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Level of effect Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  
defining element within the landscape. 

Moderate Where the proposals would be noticeable 
and/or partially alter a recognised 
landscape or landscape feature. 

Where the proposals would be readily 
apparent within the existing view. 

Minor Where the proposals would have a 
discernible but limited effect on the 
landscape character and/or landscape 
elements. 

Where the proposals would be noticeable 
within the existing view. 

Negligible Where the proposals would have a slightly 
discernible effect on the landscape 
character and/or landscape elements. 

Where the proposals would provide a small 
change to the existing view. 

Neutral The proposals would have no change. The proposals would have no change. 

Positive, Negative and Neutral Effects 

2.28  It is important to note that effects can be positive (beneficial), negative (adverse) or no 
change (neutral). The definitions are outlined in Table 5.  

Table 5  Broad criteria for assessing the beneficial, adverse and neutral effects on 
landscape character and visual amenity receptors 

Level of effect Landscape character description Visual amenity receptor description  
Beneficial Improvement to landscape elements and/or 

features. 
Improvement to the value of landscape 
character and resource.  
This could also include removal of existing 
detractors of the landscape character. 

Introducing elements that improve the view. 
This could also include removal of existing 
detractors to the view.  

Adverse Removal of landscape elements and/or 
features. 
Degradation of landscape character and 
resource. 

Introducing elements that degrade the view. 

Neutral Changes to landscape character or 
landscape elements that would be neither 
positive nor negative. 
Could include the addition of elements 
within the landscape that already exist 
which would not involve the degradation of 
removal of valued aspects of the landscape 
resource. 

Changes to views that would be neither 
positive nor negative. 
Could include the addition of elements within 
the view that already exists which would not 
involve the degradation of removal of valued 
aspects of the view. 

Cumulative Assessment Methodology 

2.29  Cumulative assessment is concerned with the ‘additional’ effects of the proposals when 
perceived with other consented or pending planning solar schemes. 

2.30  Within the cumulative assessment, the proposals are considered ‘in addition’ to: 

 Consented solar schemes in the study area, where they are highly likely to exist; and 
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 ‘Pending planning’ solar schemes within the study area, where there is only the 
potential that they will exist. 

2.31  The cumulative assessment considers the additional impacts and effects on landscape 
character, landscape relevant designations and visual amenity receptors and their views. 

2.32  In relation to visual amenity receptors, there are two types of impact. These include: 

 Combined impacts which occur when the receptor is able to perceive two or more 
developments from one viewpoint, in combination or in succession; and 

 Sequential impacts which occur when the receptor has to move to another viewpoint to 
see different solar developments, travelling along regularly used routes such as major 
roads or popular or recognised public rights of way. 

 

3.  Existing Conditions 

3.1  The description of existing conditions establishes the landscape character and visual 
amenity context within the study area and forms the basis of the LVIA.  

3.2  The existing conditions include descriptions of the site and its immediate surrounds and 
landscape relevant designations, landscape character and visual amenity receptors and 
their views within the study area.  

3.3  The existing condition descriptions also help to inform the future design of the site, 
including ensuring the proposals retains a ‘sense of place’ and is in keeping with the key 
characteristics of the overall landscape. 

The Site and Surrounds 

3.4  The site comprises two separate areas broadly to the north and south, separated by the 
largely enclosed B4463. 

3.5  The ‘northern’ portion of the site comprises two regular fields, currently in arable use. The 
field to the east consists of a flat to very gently regular sloping field and the field to the 
west, comprises a regular sloping field that rises to a local high point, marked by a mast 
and mature woodland towards the western fringes. 

3.6  The two fields are internally separated by a thick band of trees and shrubs/hedgerow and 
are lined to the south and west by the thick mature vegetation lining the B4463. This 
mature vegetation largely encloses wider views, although from the few gaps in enclosure 
such as field gates or low sections of hedgerow, more exposed views over the adjacent 
fields, and the northern portion of the site, are possible. 

3.7  The M40 motorway borders the northern portion of the site to the north. The motorway is 
only intermittently lined by vegetation in close proximity allowing often open but fleeting 
and glimpsed views over the site. The woodland on the boundaries however help to 
restrict some views.  

3.8  The A46 to the east is also intermittently lined by vegetation, however, more exposed and 
elevated views over the northern portion of the site are possible from the A46 bridge over 
the M40 to the north-east. 
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3.9  The ‘southern’ portion of the site comprises a large, regular flat to very gently sloping field, 
currently in arable use.  

3.10  The eastern, northern and western boundaries of the field are lined by mature vegetation, 
largely restricting wider views, including from the nearby public rights of way that occur to 
the east and north. Glimpsed and intermittent views of the site from the public right of way 
immediately to the north may be possible from the few gaps in vegetative enclosure or 
during the winter months. 

3.11  The southern boundary, bordered by the A46 is however lined by intermittent vegetation 
and post and rail fencing. This allows open but fleeting views over the site from the 
adjacent busy road although these very quickly become restricted with distance due to the 
enclosure by surrounding mature vegetation lining the road itself and in the wider 
landscape.  

3.12  With reference to Table 1 in TGN 02/213, which defines a ‘valued landscape,’ the site is 
not within a landscape: 

 Of ecological, geological or geomorphological or physiographic interest;  

 With clear evidence of archaeological, historical or cultural interest; 

 Connected with notable people, events and the arts; 

 With a strong sense of identity; 

 Offers recreational opportunities where the experience of the landscape is important; 

 That appeals to the sense, primarily the visual sense; 

 With a strong perceptual value notably wildness, tranquillity and/or dark skies; and 

 Which performs a clearly identifiable and valuable function, particularly in the healthy 
functioning of the landscape. 

3.13  However, the site: 

 Is within a landscape which is in good physical state both regard to individual elements 
and overall landscape structure; and 

 Is within the Green Belt. 

3.14  An analysis of the site and immediate surrounds is illustrated in Figure 2, with annotated 
panoramic photographs of the site and immediate surrounds illustrated in Figures 3A-3C. 

Cumulative 

3.15  There is only one operational solar scheme within the study area, the Land at Brickyard 
Barn, approximately 4.5km to the east of the site at its closest point. The location of the 
operational solar scheme is illustrated in Figure 4. 

3.16 The operational solar scheme is located within the wider gently undulating and well-
vegetated farmland, situated on the fringes of the settlement and bordered by 
infrastructure.  

                                                 
3 Landscape Institute, Technical Guidance Note 02/21 Assessing Landscape Value Outside National 
Designations 
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3.17  The operational solar scheme appears to be well-absorbed and integrated and does not 
dominate the landscape or views.  

Landscape Character 

Landscape Relevant Designations 

3.18  There are landscape relevant designations within the study area. These are identified on 
Figure 5 and are described below4 5. 

 The site is on the eastern edge of the Warwickshire Green Belt which extends to the 
north and west, towards the fringes of the study area, the adjacent A46 forming the 
boundary to the east and north. 

As identified within Policy DS18 of the Warwick District Council (WDC) Local Plan6, the 
Green Belt “seeks to prevent urban sprawl that would prejudice the open nature and 
predominantly rural character of this area. National policy regards inappropriate 
development as, by definition, harmful to the Green Belt and advises that it should only 
be approved in very special circumstances.” 

 The Arden Special Landscape Area (SLA) extends to the south, west and north-west 
of the study area, approximately 800m to the south-west of the site at its closest point. 

The purpose of the SLAs is to protect, enhance and facilitate better management of 
the best of the area’s landscapes outside the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB). The Cotswolds ASONB is approximately 17km to the south-west and 
18km to the south-east and is outside the study area.  

SLAs are recognised by Stratford on Avon District Council (SOADC) in Policy CS.12 of 
the Core Strategy7 which states that “the high landscape quality of the Special 
Landscape Areas, including their associated historic and cultural features, will be 
protected by resisting development proposals that would have a harmful effect on their 
distinctive character and appearance which make an important contribution to the 
image and enjoyment of the District. The cumulative impact of development proposals 
on the quality of the landscape will be taken into account.” 

 Some of the centres of the towns and villages within the study area have been 
recognised as Conservation Areas. 

There are seven Conservation Areas within the study area, including: 

- Sherbourne, approximately 100m to the east at its closest point; 

- Barford, approximately 1.5km to the south-east at its closest point; 

- Warwick, approximately 1.7km to the north-east at its closest point; 

- Norton Lindsey, approximately 2.4km to the west at its closest point; 

                                                 
4 The LVIA considers historic landscape designations in terms of their role in defining landscape character, 
such as Registered Parks and Gardens, Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings and Scheduled Monuments and 
the potential impacts and effects on their setting are considered from a landscape and visual perspective. 
However, more detail can be found within the separate Historic Environment Desk Based Assessment that 
accompanies the planning application. 
5 All distances are measured from the closest boundary of the site. 
6 Warwick District Council, Warwick District Local Plan, 2011-2029, Adopted September 2017 
7 Stratford-on-Avon District, Core Strategy, 2011-2031, Adopted July 2016 
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- Wasperton, approximately 3.2km to the south at its closest point; 

- Snitterfield, approximately 3.9km to the south-west at its closest point; and 

- Charlecote and Hampton Lucy, approximately 4.6km to the south at its closest point. 

Conservation Areas are protected by WDC in Policy HE2 which recognises that 
Conservation Areas are designated assets which have an important role in maintaining 
the quality of the environment in Warwick District. “It is important that development 
both within and outside a Conservation Area, including to unlisted buildings, should not 
adversely affect its setting by impacting on important views and groups of buildings 
within and beyond the boundary….” 

Policy HE1 also recognises that “in considering applications relating to… Conservation 
Areas, the Council will require that proposals do not have a detrimental effect upon 
the…. Conservation Area…” 

SOADC also recognises Conservation Areas in Policy CS.8 which states that “the 
District’s historic environment [including Conservation Areas] will be protected and 
enhanced for its inherent value and for the enjoyment of present and future residents 
and visitors.” 

 There are five Registered Parks and Gardens in the study area including: 

- Warwick Castle, Grade I, approximately 1.7km to the east at its closest point; 

- Hill Close Gardens, Grade II*, approximately 2.7km to the north-east at its closest 
point; 

- Lord Leycester Hospital, Grade II, approximately 2.8km to the north-east at its closest 
point; 

- Guy’s Cliffe, Grade II, approximately 4.8km to the north-east at its closest point; and 

- Charlecotte Park, Grade II*, approximately 4.8km to the south at its closest point. 

Registered Parks and Gardens are protected by WDC in Policy HE2 which recognises 
that “Historic Parks and Gardens are an important cultural, historical and 
environmental asset within the district and the Council wishes to ensure they are 
protected, maintained and restored. The Plan aims to protect them from development 
that would harm their character.” 

SOADC also recognises Registered Parks and Gardens in Policy CS.8 which states 
that “the District’s historic environment [including Registered Parks and Gardens] will 
be protected and enhanced for its inherent value and for the enjoyment of present and 
future residents and visitors.” 

 There are Ancient Woodlands scattered throughout the study area, the closest 
Hampton Wood, approximately 1.9km to the south.  

WDC protects Ancient Woodlands in Policy NE2 which states that “development will 
not be permitted that will destroy or adversely affect the following locally important 
sites [including Ancient Woodland] and assets unless it can be demonstrated that the 
benefits of development clearly outweigh the nature conservation value or scientific 
interest of the site and its contribution to wider biodiversity objectives and connectivity.” 

 There are scattered Listed Buildings (within 2km radius of the site boundary), generally 
focussed within Sherbourne to the east and south-east, Barford to the south-east and 
on the fringes of Warwick to the north-east as well as scattered within the surrounding 
sloping farmland to the north. 

The closest Listed Buildings to the site include: 
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- Sherbourne Corner, Grade II, approximately 225m to the east; 

- Dovecote, adjoining Sherbourne Farmhouse, Grade II, approximately 225m to the 
east; 

- Sherbourne Farmhouse, Grade II, approximately 240m to the east; 

- Manor House, Grade II, approximately 540m to the south-east; 

- 12 and 13 Fulbrook Lane, Grade II, approximately 650m to the south-east; and 

- Little Longbridge House, Grade II, approximately 760m to the east. 

Listed Buildings are protected by WDC in Policy HE1 which recognises that “Warwick 
District has a rich heritage of Listed Buildings, which are of national importance. Their 
maintenance and protection is important in helping to define and protect the historic 
character of the district.” 

Policy HE1 also recognises that “in considering applications relating to Listed 
Buildings… the Council will require that proposals do not have a detrimental effect 
upon the integrity and character of the building or its setting…” 

 There are scattered Scheduled Monuments (within 2km radius of the site boundary), 
generally focussed to the east, south-east and south including: 

- Cursus, enclosures and other cropmarks, 900m north-north-west of Barford Church, 
approximately 960m to the east; 

- Enclosures, 410m north-east of parish church, approximately 860m to the south-east; 

- Enclosures in park of Sherbourne House, 180m north-east of church approximately 
890m to the south-east; 

- Sherbourne churchyard cross, approximately 1km to the south-east;  

- Two moated sites and fishponds and an associated area of ridge and furrow, west 
and north-west of Court Farm House, approximately 1.1km to the south; and 

- Duke of Bedford’s Castle, 140m south-east of Castle Farm, approximately 1.6km to 
the south. 

WDC recognises Scheduled Monuments in Policy HE4 which states that “development 
will not be permitted that results in substantial harm to Scheduled Monuments or other 
archaeological remains of national importance, and their settings unless in wholly 
exceptional circumstances.” 

SOADC also recognises Scheduled Monuments in Policy CS.8 which states that “the 
District’s historic environment [including Scheduled Monuments] will be protected and 
enhanced for its inherent value and for the enjoyment of present and future residents 
and visitors.” 

Landscape Character 

National Landscape Character 

3.19  The Natural England national landscape character information8 is referred to for a 
strategic understanding of landscape character within the study area. This outlines the 
wider setting for the site and provides a context for the description of local landscape 
character. The location of the national landscape character areas are found on Figure 6. 

                                                 
8 National Character Area profiles (www.gov.uk)  

http://www.gov.uk/
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3.20  The majority of the site, extending to the south of the study area is within the Severn and 
Avon Vales national landscape character area (106). The key characteristics of the 
Severn and Avon Vales national landscape character area (106) include: 

 A diverse range of flat and gently undulating landscapes strongly influenced and 
united by the Severn and Avon rivers which meet at Tewkesbury; 

 Woodland is sparsely distributed across this landscape but a well-wooded impression 
is provided by frequent hedgerow trees, parkland and surviving traditional orchards; 

 Small pasture fields and commons are prevalent in the west with a regular pattern of 
parliamentary enclosure in the east. Fields on the floodplains are divided by ditches, 
fringed by willow pollards and alders; 

 Pasture and stock rearing predominate on the floodplain and on steeper slopes, with a 
mixture of livestock rearing, arable, market gardening and hop growing elsewhere; 

 Unimproved neutral grassland (lowland meadow priority habitat) survives around 
Feckenham Forest and Malvern Chase. Along the main rivers, floodplain grazing 
marsh is prevalent. Fragments of unimproved calcareous grassland and acidic 
grasslands are also found; 

 The River Severn flows broadly and deeply between fairly high banks, north to south, 
while the Warwickshire River Avon meanders over a wide flood plain between 
Stratford, Evesham and Tewkesbury. The main rivers regularly flood at times of peak 
rainfall; 

 A strong historic time line is visible in the landscape, from the Roman influences 
centred at Gloucester, earthwork remains of medieval settlements and associated field 
systems through to the strong Shakespearian heritage at Stratford-upon-Avon; 

 Highly varied use of traditional buildings materials, with black and white timber frame 
are intermixed with deep-red brick buildings, grey Lias and also Cotswolds stone; and 

 Many ancient market towns and large villages are located along the rivers, their 
cathedrals and churches standing as prominent features in the relatively flat 
landscape. 

3.21  The northern fringes of the site, extending to the north-east, north, west and south-west of 
the study area is within the Arden national landscape character area (97). The key 
characteristics of the Arden national landscape character area (97) include: 

 Well-wooded farmland landscape with rolling landform; 

 Mature oaks, mostly found within hedgerows, together with Ancient Woodlands, and 
plantation woodlands that often date from the time of enclosure. Woodlands include 
historic coppice bounded by woodbanks; 

 Narrow, meandering clay river valleys with long river meadows; the River Blythe SSSI 
lying between the cities of Coventry and Birmingham is a good example of this; 

 Numerous areas of former wood-pasture with large, old, oak trees often associated 
with isolated remnants of more extensive heathlands. Village greens/commons have a 
strong association with remnant lowland heath. Fragmented heathland persists on 
poorer soils in central and northern areas; 

 Diverse field patterns, ranging from well hedged, irregular fields and small woodlands 
that contrast with larger semi regular fields on former deer park estates, such as, 
Packington Hall and Stoneleigh Park; 
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 Complex and contrasting settlement pattern with some densely populated where 
traditional settlements have amalgamated to form the major West Midlands 
conurbation while some settlements remain distinct and relatively well dispersed; 

 North-eastern industrial area based around former Warwickshire coalfield, with 
distinctive colliery settlements. North-western area dominated by urban development 
and associated urban edge landscapes such as managed greenspace, for example 
allotments, gardens, parks, golf courses (rough areas) and public open spaces; 
playing fields, churchyards, cemeteries and institutional grounds (schools, hospitals); 

 Transport infrastructure, the M42, M40, M6 and M5 are major transport corridors that 
sit within the landscape of this NCA; and 

 Shakespeare’s ‘Forest of Arden’, featured in ‘As You Like It’, is still reflected through 
the woodland cover, mature oaks, small ancient woodlands and former wood pasture. 

3.22  To the north-east, east and south-east of the study area is within the Dunsmore and 
Feldon national landscape character area (96). The key characteristics of the Dunsmore 
and Feldon national landscape character area (96) include: 

 The sense of a predominantly quiet, rural landscape is heightened by its close 
proximity to several urban areas, with a gently undulating landscape of low hills, 
heathland plateaux and clay vales separated by the occasional upstanding 
escarpment; 

 Light sandy soils associated with the west (Dunsmore) supporting mixed farming and 
some intensive arable with fertile alkaline soils to the east (Feldon) supporting grazed 
pasture; 

 Generally low woodland cover across the area, although there are areas of well-
wooded character and Ancient Woodlands, especially in the north, providing habitats 
for bluebells, molluscs and fritillary butterflies; these woodlands are linked with 
landscaped parklands and hedgerow trees; 

 Remnants of the formerly extensive Dunsmore Heath, preserving characteristic 
heathland archaeology, can still be found in woodland clearings. Natural regeneration 
on sand and gravel soils also occurs along roadside verges, although bracken is often 
abundant; 

 Narrow, meandering river valleys with pollarded willows, streamside alders and 
patches of scrub supporting dipper, kingfisher, otter and Atlantic stream crayfish; 

 Canals, including the Grand Union Canal, and Draycote Reservoir provide important 
riparian habitats and a well-used recreational resource; 

 Mainly large fields, with regular or rectilinear shapes, although some smaller fields also 
feature. Numerous areas of remnant ridge-and-furrow and earthwork remains of 
medieval settlements as found at Lower Tysoe, Radwell and Napton on the Hill; 

 Predominantly nucleated settlement pattern with a low density of isolated farmsteads 
and some field barns sitting within a landscape of piecemeal and planned enclosure of 
the open fields which extended from the villages over large parts of this area. Many 
villages have recently expanded but the traditional buildings, constructed of red brick 
or Lias limestone, still retain their blue brick or ironstone details; 

 The busy roads and large industrial units on the outskirts of the main settlements of 
Leamington Spa, Coventry and Rugby exert an urban influence on the surrounding 
area; and 
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 Limestone quarrying for the cement industry was formerly a feature in the centre and 
south of the area, and disused quarries are now prominent elements in the landscape. 
The rock exposures and spoil heaps are of geological importance, as well as having 
interesting limestone grassland communities. 

Local Landscape Character 

3.23 The location of the landscape character areas is found on Figure 7. Topography, showing 
the gently sloping landform that covers the majority of the study area, rising to the hills 
and ridges to the northern, western and south-western fringes of the study area, is 
illustrated on Figure 8. 

3.24  Warwickshire County Council (WCC) in the Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines9 has 
divided the county into regional character areas and landscape types. 

3.25  The site and broadly the western half of the study area is within the Arden regional 
character area. 

3.26  The Arden regional character area is an historic area of former wood pasture and heath 
characterised by Ancient Woodlands, mature hedgerow oaks and a dispersed settlement 
pattern of brick and half-timbered farmsteads and wayside cottages.  

3.27  The site, extending to the north, west and south is within the Wooded Estatelands 
landscape type. 

3.28  The Wooded Estatelands landscape type is a well-wooded landscape characterised by a 
large-scale rolling topography and prominent hilltop woodlands. To the south and west of 
the site, extending to the fringes of the study area, is also locally recognised as a Special 
Landscape Area.  

3.29  The characteristic features of the Wooded Estatelands landscape type include: 

 A large scale rolling topography with occasional steep scarp slopes; 

 Large woodlands, often associated with rising ground; 

 Mature hedgerow and roadside oaks; 

 A semi-regular pattern of medium to large sized fields; and 

 A varied settlement pattern of small villages and scattered farmsteads. 

3.30  As a result, the Wooded Estatelands landscape type is of medium sensitivity, rising to 
medium-high sensitivity within the locally recognised Special Landscape Area, which is 
approximately 800m from the site boundary.  

3.31  Further afield to the north-west and west, extending to the fringes of the study area is 
within the Ancient Arden landscape type. 

3.32  The Ancient Arden landscape type is a small-scale farmed landscape with a varied, 
undulating topography, characterised by an irregular pattern of fields and narrow, winding 
lanes. To the west towards the fringes of the study area, is also locally recognised as a 
Special Landscape Area. 

                                                 
9 Warwickshire County Council, Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines: Arden and Avon Valley, Feldon and the 
Cotswolds, November 1993 
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3.33  The characteristic features of the Ancient Arden landscape type include: 

 A varied undulating topography; 

 A network of winding lanes and trackways often confined by tall hedgebanks; 

 An ancient irregular pattern of small to medium sized fields; 

 Hedgerow and roadside oaks; 

 Field ponds associated with permanent pasture; and 

 Many place names ending in Green or End.  

3.34  As a result, the Ancient Arden landscape type is of medium sensitivity, rising to medium-
high sensitivity within the locally recognised Special Landscape Area. 

3.35  Further afield to the north, extending to the fringes of the study area is within the Arden 
Parklands landscape type. 

3.36  The Arden Parklands landscape type is an enclosed, gently rolling landscape defined by 
woodland edges, parkland and belts of trees. 

3.37  The characteristic features of the Arden Parklands landscape type include: 

 Middle distance views enclosed by woodland edge; 

 Belts of mature trees associated with estatelands; 

 Many Ancient Woodlands, often with irregular outlines; 

 Large country houses set in mature parkland; 

 Remnant deer parks, with ancient pollarded oaks; and 

 Thick roadside hedgerows, often with bracken.  

3.38  As a result, the Arden Parklands landscape type is of medium-high sensitivity. 

3.39  Broadly the eastern half of the study area is within the Avon Valley regional character 
area, immediately to the east and further afield to the south and Feldon regional character 
area, further afield to the east, extending to the fringes of the study area. 

3.40  The Avon Valley regional character area is a prosperous agricultural and market garden 
region closely associated with the River Avon and characterised by market towns, 
nucleated villages and orchards. 

3.41  The Feldon regional character area is a lowland agricultural region strongly influenced by 
Tudor and Parliamentary enclosures and characterised by heavy clay soils and a 
nucleated settlement pattern of small rural villages.  

3.42  Immediately to the east of the site, including further to the south and south-east is within 
the Terrace Farmlands landscape type. 

3.43  The Terrace Farmlands landscape type is a flat, open intensively farmed landscape, with 
market gardening on fertile river terrace soils.  

3.44  The characteristic features of the Terrace Farmlands landscape type include: 

 Broad, flat gravel terraces; 

 A large scale geometric pattern; 
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 Small arable plots growing a wide variety of vegetable crops; 

 Well-wooded stream lines; 

 Glasshouses and other associated horticultural buildings; 

 Small nucleated villages with many brick and timber buildings. 

3.45  As a result, the Terrace Farmlands landscape type is of medium sensitivity. 

3.46  Following the river corridor winding through the study area from the east, south and 
south-east is within the River Meadowlands landscape type. 

3.47  The River Meadowlands landscape type is a narrow, meandering river corridor landscape, 
with flood meadows and steep wooded river bluffs. 

3.48  The characteristic features of the River Meadowlands landscape type include: 

 Narrow river corridor defined by flat alluvial flood plains; 

 Prominent, steeply sloping often wooded river bluffs; 

 Grazing meadows, often with patches of wet grassland; 

 Diverse river channels with meanders, islands, steep banks and much marginal 
vegetation; 

 Fringing alders and scrub; and 

 Curvilinear hedgerows and ditches along the boundary of the flood plain. 

3.49  As a result, the River Meadowlands landscape type is of medium-high sensitivity. 

3.50  To the south and south-west is within the Vale Orchard Belt landscape type.  

3.51  The Vale Orchard Belt landscape type is an open, rolling, intensively farmed landscape of 
large, poorly defined fields, orchards and prominent hilltop woodlands 

3.52  The characteristic features of the Vale Orchard Belt landscape type include: 

 Rising ground with a large, scale rolling topography; 

 Large orchards on hilltops and south facing slopes; 

 Prominent hilltop woodlands; 

 Steep wooded scarps and associated unimproved grassland; 

 Varied settlement pattern of small nucleated villages and loose clusters of roadside 
dwellings; and 

 Local vernacular Blue Lias stone buildings. 

3.53  As a result, the Vale Orchard Belt landscape type is of is of medium sensitivity, rising to 
medium-high sensitivity within the locally recognised Special Landscape Area. 

3.54  Further to the east and south-east, extending to the fringes of the study area is within the 
Feldon Parklands landscape type. 

3.55  The Feldon Parklands landscape type is a well-wooded estate landscape with many large 
country houses set in mature parkland. The small operational solar scheme at the Land at 
Brickyard Barn also occurs within the Feldon Parklands landscape type. The operational 
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solar scheme appears to be nestled within the well-vegetated landscape with minimal 
influence on the key characteristics of the landscape type. The operational solar scheme 
appears to be well-absorbed and integrated and does not dominate the characteristic 
features of the landscape. 

3.56  The characteristic features of the Feldon Parklands landscape type include: 

 A large-scale rolling topography with occasional steep scarp slopes; 

 Large woodland, often associated with rising ground; 

 Many small coverts and belts of trees; 

 Mature hedgerow and roadside oaks; 

 Large country houses set in mature parkland; 

 A nucleated settlement pattern of small estate villages; and 

 Large isolated brick farmsteads.  

3.57  As a result, the Feldon Parklands landscape type is of medium-high sensitivity. 

Visual Amenity Receptors and their Views 

3.58  An overview of the visual amenity receptors and their views within the study area is 
described below. The location of principal visual amenity receptors is illustrated on Figure 
9. 

Settlements – Towns, Villages, Hamlets and Scattered Residential Properties and Farms 

3.59  High sensitivity settlements are scattered throughout the study area, the closest, 
Sherbourne, approximately 100m to the east at its closest point. 

3.60  Views from the settlement fringes towards the site are restricted by the intervening 
enclosure along the adjacent A46 including the enclosure along the adjacent minor road 
network and around the fringes of the settlement itself.  

3.61  Further afield, including from the fringes of Barford to the south-east, the intervening 
enclosure by numerous ‘lines’ of mature vegetation, intervening development as well as 
enclosure along the adjacent major road network helps to restrict wider visibility, including 
towards the site.  

3.62  Even from the fringes of Warwick to the north-east, the separation of the site from the 
settlement fringes by intervening infrastructure including the M40, A46 and A429, which 
are largely enclosed by mature vegetation, restricts wider views, including towards the 
site.  

3.63 This enclosure by subtle variations in the landform and numerous lines of mature 
vegetation continues around the other scattered settlements in the study area, containing 
and restricting views towards the site. 

3.64  There are also individual residential properties and farms sparsely scattered within the 
farmland that covers the majority of the study area, often situated on or adjacent to the 
network of enclosed roads.  
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3.65  The closest residential properties are associated with the farms, including New Barn Farm 
to the north-west. Situated amidst a complex of agricultural/commercial buildings, views 
towards the site are screened by the intervening buildings as well as the thick bands of 
mature vegetation within the intervening agricultural landscape and running along the 
boundaries of the site.  

Recreational Routes 

3.66  Medium-high sensitivity recreational routes pass through the varied landscape of the 
study area, including the Shakespeare’s Avon Way, which passes from the north to the 
south of the study area, including immediately to the north-west of the site.  

3.67  Although open views across the generally gently sloping and well-vegetated agricultural 
landscape are possible from the recreational route, as illustrated in Viewpoint 6, even 
from an open and elevated location at a junction of a public right of way and recreational 
route, views towards the site are restricted by intervening mature vegetation.  

3.68  Even in close proximity as the Shakespeare’s Avon Way recreational route passes along 
the B4463 to the north-west, the enclosure along the minor road and around the site itself 
restricts wider views. As illustrated in Viewpoint 2, it is only as the recreational route 
crosses the M40 on a road bridge that oblique and elevated views towards the site are 
possible. The majority of views towards the site are restricted by the mature woodland 
vegetation on the fringes of the site and running along and enclosing the M40 road 
corridor.  

National Cycle Routes 

3.69  The medium-high sensitivity National Cycle Route (NCR) 253 passes through the study 
area from the south to the north-east, including through Warwick to the north-east, 
approximately 600m to the south-east of the site at its closest point. 

3.70  Following the network of enclosed minor roads, any wider views, including towards the 
site are restricted by the immediate vegetative and development enclosure along the 
minor roads as well as subtle variations in the wider landscape, punctuated by mature 
vegetation and development.   

Local Public Rights of Way, Bridleways and Cycleways 

3.71  There are medium sensitivity (medium-high within the SLA) public rights of way, 
bridleways and cycleways present within the study area, crossing the gently sloping and 
well-vegetated agricultural landscape and connecting with the scattered settlements.  

3.72  The public rights of way are largely enclosed by hedgerows, mature tree vegetation, 
woodlands and linear tree belts which restrict views into the wider agricultural landscape, 
including towards the site. As illustrated in Viewpoint 6, even from an open and elevated 
location at a junction of a public right of way and recreational route, views towards the site 
are restricted by intervening mature vegetation. 

3.73  The closest public right of way connects with Sherbourne to the east and is heavily 
influenced by the surrounding major road networks as it passes beneath and amidst the 
busy roads as it heads to the north and west.  

3.74  Largely enclosed by a mixture of vegetation and embankments associated with the 
adjacent roads, it is only as the public right of way emerges from the surrounding and 
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immediate enclosure onto the B4463, as illustrated in Viewpoint 1, that more open views 
across the adjacent landscape, including the northern portion of the site are possible. 
Intervening vegetation along the B4463 does however help to restrict many views.  

3.75  However, as the public rights of way head westwards they are very enclosed by mature 
vegetation. Even in close proximity as illustrated in Viewpoint 5, the enclosure by 
intervening mature vegetation, including woodland restricts wider views towards the 
southern portion of the site from the adjacent public right of way. Glimpses of the site 
however may be possible from the public right of way immediately to the north. As 
illustrated in Viewpoint 3, from a gap in enclosure along the public right of way, glimpses 
towards the northern portion of the site (from a gateway) and towards the southern portion 
of the site (through the intervening mature vegetation) may be possible. As illustrated in 
Viewpoint 7, from the otherwise very enclosed public right of way, glimpsed views 
through the intervening vegetation may be possible towards the site from the public right 
of way, including during the winter months.  

3.76  Further to the west and south-west, the network of public rights of way continues to be 
enclosed by mature vegetation, not only along the public rights of way themselves but 
also enclosing the site itself. As illustrated in Viewpoint 8, from an otherwise very 
enclosed public right of way running along a mature field boundary with numerous trees, it 
is only from the few gaps in the adjacent vegetative enclosure, in combination with 
intermittent enclosure around the site itself, that more exposed views are possible. 

3.77  More open views are also possible as the public right of way rises towards Snow Hill to 
the south-west, as illustrated in Viewpoint 9. Although more expansive views over the 
lower farmland landscape, punctuated by development and infrastructure are possible, 
the intervening mature lines of vegetation help to restrict views, including towards the site. 
Subtle variations in the wider landscape, in combination with mature hedgerows, trees 
and woodlands, help to restrict wider views further afield from the network of public rights 
of way. 

Major Roads 

3.78  A number of low sensitivity major roads pass through the study area and heavily 
influence the landscape and views. 

3.79  The M40 passes from the north-west to the east of the study area, including immediately 
to the north of the site. Largely enclosed by surrounding vegetation, as illustrated in 
Viewpoint 2, from a bridge over the M40, the mature woodland vegetation enclosing the 
motorway helps to restrict views towards the site. 

3.80  It is only in very close proximity that brief, glimpsed and fleeting views over the adjacent 
fields associated with the site are possible. As illustrated in Viewpoint 4, from a bridge 
over the M40, the site boundary with the motorway is relatively open although 
intermittently enclosed by vegetation and is in a slight cutting. 

3.81  The A46 also passes immediately to the east of the site and passes through the study 
area from the south-west to the north-east. Largely enclosed by mature vegetation, it is 
only in very close proximity that brief, glimpsed and fleeting views over the adjacent fields 
associated with the southern portion of the site are possible.  

3.82  The A46 also rises towards a bridge over the M40 and as illustrated in Viewpoint 4, 
elevated and open views are possible over the northern portion of the site, only partially 
limited by intervening boundary vegetation. However, these open views very quickly 
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become restricted due to the enclosure provided by mature vegetation enclosing the 
roads and in the wider landscape.  

3.83  The A4189 also occurs to the north, connecting with the A46 on the fringes of Warwick 
and passing to the south of Hampton on the Hill. Enclosed by mature vegetation, views 
into the wider sloping agricultural landscape, punctuated by development and 
infrastructure are limited to gaps in this enclosure, such as field gates or over sections of 
low hedgerows lining the busy road corridor. As illustrated in Viewpoint 10, views over a 
section of ‘low’ hedgerow lining the road are possible, although views towards the site are 
restricted by the numerous ‘lines’ of mature vegetation within the intervening regular 
fields. 

Minor ‘B’ Roads and Unclassified Roads 

3.84  Numerous medium-low sensitivity minor roads cross the study area, connecting the 
scattered settlements, houses and farms. 

3.85  The closest minor road, the B4463 connects with the A46 at a roundabout immediately to 
the east of the site and heads to the north-west, following the boundary of the northern 
portion of the site. Enclosed by mature vegetation, it is only from gaps in this enclosure, 
such as field gates or over low areas of hedgerow, as illustrated in Viewpoint 1, that 
more exposed views across the site are possible.  

3.86  The B4463 crosses the M40 to the west of the site. Largely enclosed by mature woodland 
vegetation lining the M40 and on the western boundary of the site, as illustrated in 
Viewpoint 2, oblique views towards the fringes of the site are possible from this selected 
and elevated and open location. Any glimpsed and fleeting views over the site however 
very quickly become restricted again further north due to the vegetative enclosure around 
the minor road, lining the northern boundary of the M40 and within the wider gently 
sloping agricultural landscape.  

3.87  Further afield, a combination of subtle variations in landform and enclosure by lines of 
hedgerows, trees and woodlands ensure that wider views, including towards the site, from 
the network of minor roads are restricted. 

Railway Lines 

3.88  A low sensitivity railway line passes from the north-east to the north-west of the study 
area, including passing through Warwick to the north-east, approximately 2.6km to the 
north of the site at its closest point.  

3.89 Passing through a series of cuttings and embankments, any wider views, including 
towards the site, are restricted by the surrounding sloping landform and intervening well-
vegetated agricultural landscape as well as the enclosure within Warwick itself. 

 

4.  Design and Mitigation Measures  

4.1  Mitigation measures to help minimise the potential impacts and effects have been 
incorporated into the distinct development stages of the proposals, including: 

 During the site selection process (by containing the proposals within regular fields, and 
by avoiding sensitive designations, areas and receptors); 
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 Through the design process (through retention of boundary vegetation and using 
existing access points as best possible); and 

 Incorporating additional mitigation measures (such as new planting and planning for 
construction, operation and de-commissioning).  

4.2  Design and mitigation measures have been informed through following and with reference 
to relevant policies within the Local Plan10 and the guidelines and strategies from the 
relevant landscape character assessment11. 

4.3  In particular, Policy CC2 – Planning for Renewable Energy and Low Carbon Generation 
states that “proposals for new low carbon and renewable energy technologies (including 
associated infrastructure) will be supported in principle subject to all of the following 
criteria being demonstrated:  

a) the proposal has been designed, in terms of its location and scale, to minimise any 
adverse impacts on adjacent land uses and local residential amenity;  

b) the proposal has been designed to minimise the impact (including any cumulative 
impacts) on the natural environment in terms of landscape, and ecology and visual 
impact;  

c) the design will ensure that heritage assets including local areas of historical and 
architectural distinctiveness are conserved in a manner appropriate for their significance;  

d) where appropriate, the scheme can link in with proposals being brought forward 
through the Council’s Low Carbon Action Plan and any other future climate change 
strategies;  

e) the scheme maximises appropriate opportunities to address the energy needs of 
neighbouring uses (for example linking to existing or emerging district heating 
systems)…” 

4.4  Policy NE4 - Landscape also states: 

“New development will be permitted that positively contributes to landscape character.  

Development proposals will be required to demonstrate that they:  

a) integrate landscape planning into the design of development at an early stage;  

b) consider its landscape context, including the local distinctiveness of the different 
natural and historic landscapes and character, including tranquillity;  

c) relate well to local topography and built form and enhance key landscape features, 
ensuring their long term management and maintenance;  

d) identify likely visual impacts on the local landscape and townscape and its immediate 
setting and undertakes appropriate landscaping to reduce these impacts;  

                                                 
10 Warwick District Council, Warwick District Local Plan, 2011-2029, Adopted September 2017 
11 Warwickshire County Council, Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines: Arden and Avon Valley, Feldon and the 
Cotswolds, November 1993 
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e) aim to either conserve, enhance or restore important landscape features in accordance 
with the latest local and national guidance;  

f) avoid detrimental effects on features which make a significant contribution to the 
character, history and setting of an asset, settlement, or area;  

g) address the importance of habitat biodiversity features, including aged and veteran 
trees, woodland and hedges and their contribution to landscape character, where possible 
enhancing these features through means such as buffering and reconnecting fragmented 
areas;  

h) maintain the existence of viable agricultural units, and;  

i) are sensitive to an area’s capacity to change, acknowledge cumulative effects and 
guard against the potential for coalescence between existing settlements….” 

4.5 In addition, Policy NE3 - Biodiversity states (of relevance to the proposals) that: 

“New development will be permitted provided that it protects, enhances and / or restores 
habitat biodiversity. Development proposals will be expected to ensure that they:  

a) lead to no net loss of biodiversity, and where possible a net gain, where appropriate, by 
means of an approved ecological assessment of existing site features and development 
impacts;  

b) protect or enhance biodiversity assets and secure their long term management and 
maintenance, and;  

c) avoid negative impacts on existing biodiversity.  

Where this is not possible, mitigation measures must be identified. If mitigation measures 
are not possible on site, then compensatory measures involving biodiversity offsetting will 
be required.” 

4.6   The landscape strategy and landscape guidelines for the relevant regional character area 
and landscape type, in which the proposals will be situated, has also been incorporated 
into the development of the landscape mitigation measures. 

4.7  The general strategy for the Arden regional character area is to “conserve the historic, 
well-wooded character of the region.” 

4.8  The management strategy for the Wooded Estatelands landscape type is to “conserve 
and enhance the overall structure and well-wooded character of the landscape.” 

4.9  The proposed landscape mitigation measures are illustrated on the landscape masterplan 
on Figure 10.  

Mitigation through selection and siting of the proposals 

4.10  The site was selected because of the lack of major or complex environmental constraints, 
whilst taking into account commercial and technical considerations.  
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4.11  The enclosure by existing mature vegetation will restrict its visual profile in the wider 
landscape and will help to reduce the proposals visibility and wider effects on landscape 
character. In addition, there is minimal ‘overlooking’ from sensitive vantage points and the 
potential wider visibility of the proposals will be limited.  

4.12  Any buildings or structures associated with the proposals have also been situated in 
locations to strike a balance between operational requirements and restricting their wider 
visibility and coloured dark grey or green to minimise their influence. 

4.13  The proposals were also designed to minimise direct effects on landscape elements, and 
will utilise existing entrances and tracks where possible.  

4.14  A minimum of 5m buffer zone will be introduced around all vegetated field boundaries to 
offer protection during construction, operation and de-commissioning.   

4.15  Existing hedgerows, trees, woodland and linear tree belts will be retained on the 
boundaries and within the proposals with only limited potential hedgerow removal to 
facilitate access.  

4.16  The existing boundary and internal vegetation including hedgerows, scattered trees and 
linear tree belts will be protected during construction and retained and enhanced during 
the operation of the proposals.  

4.17  The strong vegetation boundary network will remain intact, other than minor hedgerow 
removal to facilitate access (if required), be conserved and sympathetically managed to 
encourage species diversity and enhanced wildlife habitats.  

4.18  The protection and retention of the existing landscape boundary features will provide 
immediate screening, retain the landscape character and pattern and help reduce the 
effects of the proposals. In addition, the design is in accordance with the landscape 
guidelines for the relevant regional character area and landscape type in which the 
proposals will be situated. 

4.19  The proposals, which will be located within regular flat to gently sloping fields, will also not 
disrupt the surrounding and established landscape pattern. The proposals will ‘fit’ into the 
existing landscape pattern, not be out of scale with the character of the local landscape 
and will be absorbed within the wider landscape.  

Additional landscape mitigation measures incorporated into the design 

4.20  To reinforce the surrounding regular vegetation pattern within and surrounding the 
proposals, as defined in the relevant landscape guidelines, as well as increase screening 
of the proposals, additional mitigation measures have also been proposed.  

4.21  Landscape relevant additional mitigation measures incorporated into the proposals design 
include: 

 Other than as shown on the site layout, existing hedgerows within and surrounding the 
proposals will be retained and enhanced, where appropriate and maintained at a 
minimum of 2-3m in height. Proposed native species rich ‘gap’ filling planting will be 
introduced into the existing retained vegetative structure. This will strengthen and give 
additional height to the existing vegetative structure on the boundaries and within the 
proposals, where required and reinforce the surrounding regular landscape pattern. In 
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addition, the reinforcement of existing hedgerow boundaries will also help to restrict 
views from the surrounding visual amenity receptors; 

 Proposed planting will reflect the existing landscape character and landscape pattern 
within the study area through the sensitive selection of species that will enhance the 
proposals and the wider landscape. This will ensure that the proposals complement 
the existing landscape. Locally sourced native tree and shrub species will include 
plants commonly found in the surrounding landscape; 

 New hedgerows will be planted on the open boundary to the south (of the southern 
portion of the site) to provide enclosure and screening of the proposals, particularly 
when perceived from the adjacent A46; 

 New hedgerows with trees will be planted on the northern boundary (of the northern 
portion of the site) to provide enclosure and screening of the proposals particularly 
when perceived from the M40; 

 Wide rough grassland corridors will be managed between the boundary fence and the 
surrounding strong vegetative boundaries. This will improve biodiversity and nature 
conservation interest; and 

 Any gaps or areas of bare or disturbed ground in the existing grassland, following 
construction will be re-seeded with a species rich, shade resistant sheep grazing 
grassland mix, specifically for solar parks. 

Construction  

4.22  Mitigation measures, relevant to the LVIA during the construction period, include: 

 Every effort will be made to minimise vegetation loss, including at access points and 
along the line of the grid cable connection route; 

 The temporary construction compound will be located within or alongside the site, 
minimising direct and indirect effects on landscape elements, landscape character and 
visual amenity receptors and their views; and 

 All temporarily disturbed and excavated areas (including the grid connection cable 
route) will be reinstated following completion of construction activities, and thereafter 
re-seeded with grass. 

Operation 

4.23  Mitigation measures, relevant to the LVIA during the operation period, will include: 

 All on-site cabling and new local grid connections will be underground or will use 
existing grid infrastructure as best possible; and  

 The hedgerows within and along the boundaries of the proposals will be maintained at 
a minimum of 2-3m high and of sufficient thickness and density to be stock-proof and 
to provide screening of the proposals. 

4.24 However, it should be acknowledged that the operational effects of the proposals will be 
temporary, given the 40 year operation period and the effects of the proposals will be 
reversible. 
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De-commissioning 

4.25  The proposals will be operational for 40 years, at the end of which it will be dismantled 
and removed and the site reinstated to previous conditions. 

4.26  Mitigation measures, relevant to the LVIA during the de-commissioning period will be 
similar to the construction period, and will include: 

 De-commissioning compound and all disturbed and excavated areas will be reinstated 
following completion of de-commissioning activities. Any concrete foundations (if used) 
and underground cabling will be broken up or left in situ and covered to make up 
levels; 

 There will be limited vegetation loss;  

 Existing entrances, tracks and access points will be used as best possible; and  

 The site will be reinstated to previous use. 

 

5.  Construction and De-commissioning Impacts and Effects 

5.1  Construction activities which have the potential to temporarily affect the landscape 
character and views from visual amenity receptors include: 

 Deliveries to site and vehicle movements on and off site; 

 Installation of solar panels and associated infrastructure, buildings and cables 
(including the grid connection cable); and 

 Reinstatement works to areas disturbed by construction activities. 

5.2 De-commissioning activities which have the potential to affect the landscape character 
and views from visual amenity receptors include: 

 Dismantling and removal of all installed infrastructure; and 

 Reinstatement works to areas disturbed by de-commissioning activities. 

5.3  From the description of the construction and de-commissioning activities as outlined 
above, any effects on landscape character (including landscape relevant designations) 
and visual amenity receptors and their views during the construction and de-
commissioning phases will be very temporary in duration.  

5.4  Any disruption to the fields as a result of de-commissioning activities will be re-seeded 
with a species rich grassland mix. 

5.5  Therefore, the short-term, reversible and temporary nature of the construction and de-
commissioning activities on both landscape character and visual amenity receptors and 
their views will ensure that the overall effects will be, at worst, minor. 
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6. Operational Impacts and Effects, including Residual Impacts and 
Effects 

Overview 

6.1  A Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV), as found in Appendix C, has been calculated to the 
height of the solar panels (no higher than 3m) covering the 5km radius study area.  

6.2  The ZTV illustrates the area of potential visibility of the proposals across the study area.  

6.3  The ZTV for the proposals only shows the extent of potential visibility to be mainly 
immediately surrounding the proposals. The sloping landscape means that the potential 
extent of visibility is quite extensive, although in reality the numerous lines of linear 
vegetation and substantial woodlands in the varied landscape, as well as enclosing the 
site itself, will help to restrict the perception of the proposals.  

6.4  This restricted extent of visibility is reflected in the selection of the viewpoints, which 
generally include views from very close proximity to the proposals.   

6.5  Details on the preparation of the ZTVs, photomontages and photographic analysis to 
inform the LVIA are found in Appendix B. 

Viewpoint Analysis 

6.6  Ten viewpoints have been selected to inform the LVIA and help determine and describe 
the magnitude of impact and level of effect of the proposals.  

6.7  To take a precautionary approach to the planning and assessment process, the 
viewpoints have been specifically sought out to represent potentially the most ‘exposed’ 
views of the proposals, from the most ‘sensitive’ receptors, broadly surrounding the 
proposals from all directions of view.  

6.8  However, for the majority of other potential viewpoints, even though within the ZTV and 
with the potential to view the proposals, the proposals will not be perceived, as a result of 
screening by numerous lines and blocks of mature vegetation and development and 
subtle variations in landform as well as the dense vegetative enclosure around the site 
itself.  

6.9  Analysis of Viewpoints 1 – 10 is also provided in the overview of operational impacts and 
effects, including residual impacts and effects, on landscape character and visual amenity 
receptors and their views below.  

Operational Impacts and Effects on Landscape Character, including Residual 
Impacts and Effects 

Landscape Relevant Designations 

6.10  With reference to the ZTV and the viewpoints, there will be the potential for both direct 
and indirect impacts and effects on selected landscape relevant designations, as follows: 

 The proposals will introduce built elements within the Green Belt. 
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The siting, including the existing strong enclosure by mature vegetation, very carefully 
considered the influence on the ‘openness’ of the Green Belt as a result of the 
proposals. As illustrated in Viewpoints 1-10, any potential perception of the proposals 
will be limited to very close proximity, largely only from selected open locations along 
the boundaries of the proposals or from selected open and elevated locations on the 
adjacent busy road network.  

The growth of the extensive proposed landscape mitigation measures, including new 
planting as well as infill planting and improved management to existing boundaries, will 
also further restrict the influence of the proposals, including on the overall ‘openness’ 
of the Green Belt over time. 

Any residual influence on the openness of the Green Belt will be, at worst, fleeting 
when perceived from the elevated adjacent road network over time with associated 
negligible adverse effects. For the majority of the Green Belt, the proposals will not 
influence its openness.  

 With only very small parts within the ZTV, the proposals will be separated from the 
Arden Special Landscape Area (SLA) by mature vegetation in the intervening 
landscape as well as enclosing the boundaries of the site itself. The strengthening of 
these site boundaries with additional infill planting will further enclose the proposals 
with no potential influence on this locally recognised landscape of high landscape 
quality. The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

 The majority of the Conservation Areas in the study area are excluded from the ZTV 
with no potential indirect influence on their setting as a result of the proposals.  

Even from the fringes of the closest Conservation Area, Sherbourne, approximately 
100m to the east at its closest point, a combination of screening by intervening 
vegetation along the adjacent busy road corridors and screening along the fringes of 
the settlement itself will restrict any indirect influence on its setting as a result of the 
proposals. The proposals will not “adversely affect its setting by impacting on important 
views and groups of buildings within and beyond the boundary…” 

The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

 The majority of the Registered Parks and Gardens in the study area are excluded from 
the ZTV with no potential indirect influence on their setting as a result of the proposals. 

Even from the closest Registered Park and Garden, Warwick Castle, approximately 
1.7km to the east at its closest point, a combination of screening by intervening 
vegetation along the adjacent busy road corridors and screening within the park and its 
surroundings will restrict any indirect influence on its setting as a result of the 
proposals. The proposals will not “harm the character” of any Registered Park and 
Garden.  

The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

 No Ancient Woodlands will be directly affected by the proposals. The closest Ancient 
Woodland is Hampton Wood, approximately 1.9km to the south.  

The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

 There are scattered Listed Buildings (within 2km radius of the site boundary), generally 
focussed within Sherbourne to the east and south-east, Barford to the south-east and 
on the fringes of Warwick to the north-east as well as scattered within the surrounding 
sloping farmland to the north. Largely excluded from the ZTV, for the majority of Listed 
Buildings, there will be no potential influence on their setting as a result of the 
proposals. 
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Even when within the ZTV, with the potential for their setting to be indirectly influenced 
by the proposals, a combination of subtle variations in landform and screening by 
intervening mature vegetation in the wider landscape as well as existing and proposed 
vegetation surrounding the site itself, will ensure there will be limited (if any) indirect 
influence on the setting of the nearby Listed Buildings as a result of the proposals.  

More details can be found within the separate Historic Environment Desk Based 
Assessment. 

 The scattered Scheduled Monuments (within 2km radius of the site boundary), 
generally focussed to the east, south-east and south are largely excluded from the 
ZTV. For the majority of Scheduled Monuments, there will be no potential influence on 
their setting as a result of the proposals. 

Even when within the ZTV, with the potential for their setting to be indirectly influenced 
by the proposals, a combination of subtle variations in landform and screening by 
intervening mature vegetation in the wider landscape as well as existing and proposed 
vegetation surrounding the site itself, will ensure there will be limited (if any) indirect 
influence on the setting of the nearby Scheduled Monuments as a result of the 
proposals.  

More details can be found within the separate Historic Environment Desk Based 
Assessment. 

Landscape Character 

Landscape Elements 

6.11  There will be limited potential removal of hedgerow vegetation, to facilitate access or 
along the cable route, with associated potential minor adverse effects on landscape 
elements.  

6.12  With reference to the landscape masterplan on Figure 10, the retention of the mature 
hedgerow, tree and linear tree belt vegetative field boundaries as well as ‘infill’ planting to 
the existing field boundaries in any gaps will result in minor beneficial effects to 
landscape elements.  

6.13  The proposed hedgerow and tree planting will also provide additional screening and 
enclosure to the proposals, reinforce landscape pattern and provide landscape elements 
for nature conservation and biodiversity. The rough grassland buffers between the fence 
and the external field boundaries will also offer benefits to nature conservation and 
biodiversity. 

6.14 The retention and improvement to the existing field boundaries will also follow the overall 
strategy and key landscape guidance for the relevant landscape character area as well as 
strengthening the landscape pattern, increase screening and improve biodiversity with 
associated minor beneficial effects. 

Landscape Character Areas 

6.15  The operation of the proposals will introduce a new built element within the landscape 
which will influence the landscape character.  

6.16  The proposals will however be contained within the medium to large regular flat to gently 
sloping fields and largely enclosed by the mature boundary vegetation, further 
supplemented by infill planting to any gaps in the hedgerow structure as well as extensive 
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proposed hedgerow and linear tree belt planting, which will help to limit the influence of 
the proposals on landscape character, over time. 

6.17  With reference to the viewpoints, the proposals will be potentially perceived over a very 
limited area, mainly only in close proximity and from selected open and elevated locations 
along the surrounding major roads. The retention, protection and enhancement of the 
mature boundary vegetation, supplemented with infill planting and proposed planting, will 
very effectively restrict the wider influence of the proposals on the surrounding landscape.  

6.18  In addition, the existing strong hedgerow, tree, linear tree belts and woodland screening 
within the surrounding sloping agricultural landscape, will reduce even further any 
potential influence the operation of the proposals will have on the regional character areas 
and landscape types within the study area. 

6.19  As such, with reference to the ZTV and the viewpoints, it will largely only be the regional 
character area and landscape type in which the site will be situated that will have the 
potential to be partially influenced by the proposals. The wider impacts of the proposals 
on landscape character, as illustrated in the ZTV, will be restricted by the immediate and 
wider vegetative enclosure, by subtle variations in landform and the density of 
surrounding vegetation and development.   

6.20  The proposals, extending to the north, west and south are within the medium sensitivity 
Wooded Estatelands landscape type, increasing to medium-high sensitivity within the 
locally recognised Arden Special Landscape Area (SLA) to the south and west.  

6.21  Direct and indirect impacts on this landscape have been initially restricted through the 
containment of the proposals within regular well-vegetated fields, as well as avoiding the 
medium-high sensitivity landscape within the Arden SLA. 

6.22  The proposals will however introduce built elements to the landscape, which will be 
initially perceived in close proximity only, albeit contained within regular flat to sloping and 
well-vegetated fields, within a landscape already very heavily influenced by the 
surrounding network of major roads, including the M40 motorway. 

6.23  As illustrated in Viewpoints 1-10, the proposals will largely only be perceived in very 
close proximity, from gaps in the surrounding generally strong and enclosed landscape 
structure or from selected open and/or elevated locations along the adjacent major road 
network. Even from selected open locations within the surrounding sloping agricultural 
and well-wooded landscape, the influence of the proposals will very quickly decrease with 
distance.  

6.24  Although with the potential to be perceived in close proximity and influence the immediate 
landscape character, the proposals will be contained within the surrounding mature 
vegetation pattern which is heavily influenced by major roads and at worst, the magnitude 
of impact on this medium sensitivity landscape will be low, the level of effect will be 
minor adverse.  

6.25  However, the management and infill planting to the existing boundaries as well as the 
growth of the proposed boundary planting will help to limit the perception of the proposals 
in the immediate landscape over time.  

6.26  The strengthening and enhancement of the site boundaries, including infill planting to any 
gaps and the growth of proposed planting, will also promote the enclosure of the 
proposals as well as reinforce the characteristic regular field pattern of the landscape.  The 
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promotion of a strong hedgerow and tree framework and reinforcement of connections to 
the existing regular and robust hedgerow, linear tree belt and woodland network that 
divide the medium to large regular fields will also provide a beneficial influence on 
landscape character and promote the overall landscape strategy and landscape 
guidelines associated with the area. 

6.27  In addition, with distance, any wider influence on the Wooded Estatelands landscape type 
will be extremely difficult to perceive and further enhanced through the enclosure and 
screening provided by the numerous ‘lines’ of mature vegetation and substantial 
woodland blocks dividing the medium to large regular fields within this sloping agricultural 
landscape. For the vast majority of the Wooded Estatelands landscape type, the 
proposals will not be perceived or influence the wider landscape character and the 
magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

6.28  This wider enclosure and screening of the proposals extends to the other regional 
character areas and landscape types in the study area. As illustrated in the ZTV, there will 
be no indirect influence on the more distant landscape character areas within the study 
area as a result of the proposals. A combination of subtle variations in landform, 
numerous lines and blocks of mature vegetation as well as enclosure by infrastructure 
and development, will ensure that the influence of the proposals on the wider landscape 
character of the study area will be extremely limited. The proposals will not influence the 
key characteristics of the landscape. For the other regional character areas and 
landscape types in the study area within the study area, the magnitude of impact will be 
no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

Operational Impacts and Effects on Visual Amenity Receptors and their Views, 
including Residual Impacts and Effects 

Visual Amenity Receptors  

Settlements – Towns, Villages, Hamlets and Scattered Residential Properties and Farms  

6.29  With reference to the ZTV, for the majority of high sensitivity settlements and residential 
properties scattered throughout the study area, there will be no potential views towards 
the proposals. 

6.30  Even from the closest settlement, Sherbourne, approximately 100m to the east at its 
closest point, views from the settlement fringes towards the proposals will be restricted by 
the intervening enclosure along the adjacent A46 as well as around the settlement itself. 
The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral.  

6.31  Further afield, including from the fringes of Barford to the south-east, the intervening 
enclosure by numerous ‘lines’ of mature vegetation, intervening development as well as 
enclosure along the adjacent major road network will help to restrict wider visibility, 
including towards the proposals.  

6.32  Even from the fringes of Warwick to the north-east and Hampton on the Hill to the north, 
the separation of the proposals from the settlement fringes by intervening infrastructure 
including the M40, A46 and A429, which are largely enclosed by mature vegetation, will 
restrict wider views, including towards the proposals.  
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6.33 This enclosure by subtle variations in the landform and numerous lines of mature 
vegetation continues around the other scattered settlements in the study area, containing 
and restricting views towards the site. 

6.34  There are also individual residential properties and farms sparsely scattered within the 
farmland that covers the majority of the study area, often situated on or adjacent to the 
network of enclosed roads.  

6.35  The closest residential properties are associated with the farms, including New Barn Farm 
to the north-west. Situated amidst a complex of agricultural/commercial buildings, views 
towards the proposals will be screened by the intervening buildings as well as the thick 
bands of mature vegetation within the intervening agricultural landscape and running 
along the boundaries of the site. The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of 
effect will be neutral. 

Recreational Routes 

6.36  The majority of the medium-high sensitivity recreational routes that pass through the 
study area are excluded from the ZTV with no potential views towards the proposals. For 
the majority of recreational routes in the study area, the magnitude of impact will be no 
change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

6.37  It will only be from the closest recreational route, the Shakespeare’s Avon Way, which 
passes from the north to the south of the study area, including immediately to the north-
west of the site that will have the potential to perceive the proposals from selected open 
and/or elevated locations. 

6.38  However, although open views across the generally gently sloping and well-vegetated 
agricultural landscape will be possible from the recreational route, as illustrated in 
Viewpoint 6, even from an open and elevated location at a junction of a public right of 
way and recreational route, views towards the proposals will be restricted by intervening 
mature vegetation. The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be 
neutral. 

6.39  Even in close proximity as the Shakespeare’s Avon Way recreational route passes along 
the B4463 to the north-west, the enclosure along the minor road and around the site itself 
will restrict wider views.  

6.40  As illustrated in Viewpoint 2, it will only be as the recreational route crosses the M40 on a 
road bridge that oblique and elevated views towards the proposals will be possible. The 
majority of views towards the proposals will be restricted by the mature woodland 
vegetation on the fringes of the site and running along and enclosing the M40 motorway 
corridor. Set behind views of the motorway, any glimpsed views towards the proposals 
will not dominate or largely be noticed from this short section of the recreational route, 
along a busy road corridor. At worst, the magnitude of impact will be low, the level of 
effect will be minor adverse. However, the growth of the proposed hedgerow and trees 
mitigation measures focussed along the open boundary of the motorway will restrict any 
potential glimpsed and fleeting views over time, to neutral.  

National Cycle Routes  

6.41  The medium-high sensitivity National Cycle Route (NCR) 253 which passes through the 
study area from the south to the north-east, including through Warwick to the north-east, 
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approximately 600m to the south-east of the site at its closest point is largely excluded 
from the ZTV. 

6.42  Even from the short sections within the ZTV, following the network of enclosed minor 
roads, any wider views, including towards the proposals will be restricted by the 
immediate vegetative and development enclosure along the minor roads as well as subtle 
variations in the wider landscape, punctuated by mature vegetation and development.   

6.43  Any glimpsed potential views of the proposals from the NCR will be difficult to ascertain. 
The magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

Local Public Rights of Way, Bridleways and Cycleways 

6.44  There are medium sensitivity (medium-high within the SLA) public rights of way, 
bridleways and cycleways present within the study area, crossing the gently sloping and 
well-vegetated agricultural landscape and connecting with the scattered settlements.  

6.45  The public rights of way are largely enclosed by hedgerows, mature tree vegetation, 
woodlands and linear tree belts which restrict views into the wider agricultural landscape, 
including towards the proposals. As illustrated in Viewpoint 6, even from an open and 
elevated location at a junction of a public right of way and recreational route, views 
towards the proposals will be restricted by intervening mature vegetation. The magnitude 
of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

6.46  Even the closest public right of way which connects with Sherbourne to the east and is 
heavily influenced by the surrounding major road networks as it passes beneath and 
amidst the busy roads as it heads to the north and west is largely enclosed with very 
restricted views towards the proposals.  

6.47  Largely enclosed by a mixture of vegetation and embankments associated with the 
adjacent roads, it will only be as the public right of way emerges from the surrounding and 
immediate enclosure onto the B4463, as illustrated in Viewpoint 1, that more open views 
across the adjacent landscape, including the northern portion of the proposals will be 
possible. Intervening vegetation along the B4463 and separating the fields will however 
help to restrict many views. At worst, the magnitude of impact will be medium, the level of 
effect will be moderate adverse. However, the growth of the linear vegetation along the 
B4463, including infill planting in any gaps will help to restrict views over time. The 
magnitude of impact will be low, the level of effect will be negligible adverse, with 
potential views restricted to above the intervening vegetative enclosure and gaps such as 
gateways.  

6.48  However, the public right of way as it heads westwards is very enclosed by mature 
vegetation. Even in close proximity as illustrated in Viewpoint 5, the enclosure by 
intervening mature vegetation, including woodland will restrict wider views towards the 
southern portion of the proposals from the adjacent public right of way.  

6.49  Glimpses of the proposals however may be possible from the public right of way 
immediately to the north. As illustrated in Viewpoint 3, from a gap in enclosure along the 
public right of way, glimpses towards the northern portion of the proposals (from a 
gateway) and towards the southern portion of the proposals (through the intervening 
mature vegetation) may be possible. As illustrated in Viewpoint 7, from the otherwise 
very enclosed public right of way, glimpsed views through the intervening vegetation will 
be intermittently possible towards the proposals from the public right of way, including 
during the winter months. At worst, such glimpsed and fleeting views through existing 
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vegetation will have low impacts and minor adverse effects, reducing to negligible 
through the growth of selected infill planting along the boundaries.  

6.50  Further to the west and south-west, although the network of public rights of way is largely 
enclosed by mature vegetation, glimpses of the proposals may be possible from the few 
selected gaps in enclosure. As illustrated in Viewpoint 8, from an otherwise very 
enclosed public right of way running along a mature field boundary with numerous trees, it 
will only be from the few gaps in the adjacent vegetative enclosure that more exposed 
views towards the proposals will be possible. At worst, such glimpsed and fleeting views 
through existing vegetation from the nearby public right of way will have low impacts and 
minor adverse effects, reducing to negligible through the growth of selected infill 
planting along the boundaries. 

6.51  Potential open views will also be possible as the public right of way rises towards Snow 
Hill to the south-west. As illustrated in Viewpoint 9, glimpsed views of the proposals will 
be possible, nestled amidst the mature field boundaries on the lower slopes, largely only 
during the winter months. The intervening mature lines of vegetation will help to restrict 
views and the proposals will be difficult to ‘pick out’ with at worst, negligible adverse 
effects although the growth of the infill planting on the boundaries will help to restrict any 
potential influence over time. 

6.52  Subtle variations in the wider landscape, in combination with mature hedgerows, trees 
and woodlands, will very quickly help to restrict wider views further afield from the network 
of public rights of way. 

Major Roads  

6.53  A number of low sensitivity major roads pass through the study area and heavily 
influence the site’s setting, the nearby landscape and views of the site, including the 
‘openness’ of the Green Belt. 

6.54  The M40 passes from the north-west to the east of the study area, including immediately 
to the north of the proposals. Largely excluded from the ZTV and enclosed by surrounding 
vegetation, it will only be from very close proximity, immediately to the north that brief, 
fleeting but exposed views over the proposals will be possible, between gaps in the 
vegetation intermittently enclosing the motorway, as illustrated in Viewpoints 2 and 4. At 
worst, for this very short stretch of the motorway, the magnitude of impact will be 
medium-high, the level of effect will be minor adverse. However, the growth of the 
proposed linear tree planting, focussed along the northern boundary of the proposals, will 
restrict any influence over time to neutral.  

6.55  The A46 also passes immediately to the east of the proposals, passing through the study 
area from the south-west to the north-east. Largely enclosed by mature vegetation, it will 
only be in very close proximity that glimpsed and fleeting views over the adjacent fields 
associated with the southern portion of the proposals will be possible. At worst, for this 
very short stretch of the major road, the magnitude of impact will be medium-high, the 
level of effect will be minor adverse. However, the growth of the proposed hedgerow 
planting, focussed along the southern boundary of the proposals, will restrict any 
influence over time to neutral. 

6.56  The A46 also rises towards a bridge over the M40 and as illustrated in Viewpoint 4, 
elevated and open views will be possible over the northern portion of the proposals. 
However, these open views very quickly become restricted due to the enclosure provided 
by mature vegetation enclosing the roads and in the wider landscape.  
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6.57  From this short elevated stretch of the A46, the proposals will be obliquely perceived set 
within the lower regular fields. At worst, for this very short stretch of the major road, the 
magnitude of impact will be medium-high, the level of effect will be minor adverse. 
However, the growth of the proposed hedgerow planting, focussed along the eastern 
boundary of the proposals, will restrict the influence over time. Potential elevated views 
over the proposals will however still potentially be possible, with at worst, negligible 
adverse effects.  

6.58  The A4189 also occurs to the north, connecting with the A46 on the fringes of Warwick 
and passing to the south of Hampton on the Hill. As illustrated in Viewpoint 10, even 

over a section of ‘low’ hedgerow lining the road, views towards the proposals will be 
restricted by the numerous ‘lines’ of mature vegetation within the intervening regular 
fields. 

6.59  For the majority of the length of the major roads in the study area, the proposals will not 
be perceived and the magnitude of impact will be no change, the level of effect will be 
neutral. 

Minor ‘B’ Roads and Unclassified Roads  

6.60  Numerous medium-low sensitivity minor roads cross the study area, connecting the 
scattered settlements, houses and farms. 

6.61  The closest minor road, the B4463 connects with the A46 at a roundabout immediately to 
the east of the proposals and heads to the north-west, following the boundary of the 
northern portion of the site. Enclosed by mature vegetation, it will only be from gaps in this 
enclosure, such as field gates or over low areas of hedgerow, as illustrated in Viewpoint 
1, that more exposed views across the proposals will be possible. Intervening vegetation 
along the B4463 and separating the fields will however help to restrict many views. At 
worst, the magnitude of impact will be medium, the level of effect will be minor adverse. 
However, the growth of the linear vegetation along the B4463, including infill planting in 
any gaps as well as the new boundary vegetation will help to restrict views over time. The 
magnitude of impact will be low, the level of effect will be negligible adverse, with 
potential views restricted to gaps such as gateways and potentially during the winter 
months. 

6.62  The B4463 crosses the M40 to the west of the proposals. Largely enclosed by mature 
woodland vegetation lining the M40 and on the western boundary of the site, as illustrated 
in Viewpoint 2, oblique and elevated views towards the fringes of the proposals will be 
possible. Set behind views of the motorway, any glimpsed views towards the proposals 
will not dominate or largely be noticed from this short section of the road corridor. At 
worst, the magnitude of impact will be low, the level of effect will be negligible adverse. 
However, the growth of the proposed mitigation measures focussed along the open 
boundary of the motorway will restrict any potential glimpsed and fleeting views over time, 
to neutral. 

6.63  Any glimpsed and fleeting views over the site however very quickly become restricted 
again further north due to the vegetative enclosure around the minor road, lining the M40 
and within the wider gently sloping agricultural landscape. 

6.64  Further afield, a combination of subtle variations in landform and enclosure by lines of 
hedgerows, trees and woodlands ensure that wider views, including towards the 
proposals, from the network of minor roads will be restricted. For the majority of the minor 
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roads in the study area, the proposals will not be perceived and the magnitude of impact 
will be no change, the level of effect will be neutral. 

Railway Lines 

6.65  The low sensitivity railway line which passes from the north-east to the north-west of the 
study area, including passing through Warwick to the north-east, approximately 2.6km to 
the north of the site at its closest point is excluded from the ZTV with no potential views 
towards the proposals. There will be no potential for oblique and fleeting views of the 
proposals from the users of the railway line. The magnitude of impact will be no change, 
the level of effect will be neutral. 

 

7. Summary of Cumulative Impacts and Effects 

7.1  The proposals are considered ‘in addition’ to the operational solar scheme in the study 
area.  

7.2  There is only one operational solar scheme within the study area, the Land at Brickyard 
Barn, approximately 4.5km to the east of the site at its closest point.  

7.3  There are no consented (which have yet to be constructed) or pending planning solar 
schemes in the study area.  

Landscape Character 

7.4  The scale of the operational solar scheme and enclosure by subtle variations in landform 
and mature vegetation in combination with the proposals will ensure that solar schemes 
will be absorbed into this largely agricultural and well-vegetated landscape, with minimal 
additional cumulative effects on landscape character. The characteristic regular and 
strong field pattern will screen the wider cumulative influence of solar schemes on 
landscape character.  

7.5  The addition of the proposals will not create a landscape dominated by solar schemes 
which will influence the setting or the integrity of landscape relevant designations or 
change the landscape character into one influenced by solar energy. The addition of the 
proposals, even in combination with the operational solar development, will not dominate 
the landscape.  

Visual Amenity Receptors and their Views 

7.6  The enclosure provided by the surrounding sloping and well-vegetated farmland will 
ensure that the proposals and the operational solar scheme within the study area will not 
dominate the view.  

7.7  There will be very limited opportunity for combined views of the operational solar scheme 
and the proposals. The enclosure by surrounding vegetation will ensure that the 
combined perception of solar schemes will not dominate any views. 
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7.8  In reality, any cumulative effects on visual amenity receptors will be extremely restricted 
and not discernible. The perception of numerous solar schemes will not dramatically 
influence views. The addition of the proposals will not create views dominated by solar 
schemes. The addition of the proposals, even in combination with the operational solar 
development, will not dominate views or journeys from visual amenity receptors. 

 

8.  Conclusions 

8.1  Overall, the landscape around the site consists of flat to gently sloping farmland of 
medium to large regular fields separated by well-vegetated hedgerows, linear tree belts 
and woodlands. Major roads and their associated infrastructure, including the M40 and 
A46 dominate the landscape and views. However, within the wider landscape, the 
woodlands, linear tree belts and hedgerows, provide enclosure and restrict the majority of 
views from nearby visual amenity receptors. Visual amenity receptors consist of scattered 
residential properties and farms and towns, villages and hamlets connected by a network 
of transport corridors including major and minor roads, railway lines and public rights of 
way.  

8.2  The site is on the edge of the Warwickshire Green Belt which extends to the north and 
west, towards the fringes of the study area, the adjacent A46 forming the boundary to the 
east and north. The Local Plan notes that the Green Belt “seeks to prevent urban sprawl 
that would prejudice the open nature and predominantly rural character of this area.” 
There are also other landscape relevant designations in the study area. To the south and 
west has been locally recognised as a Special Landscape Area. There are scattered 
Registered Parks and Gardens nestled within the well-vegetated landscape and some of 
the centres of the settlements are recognised as Conservation Areas. Scheduled 
Monuments are also present as well as Listed Buildings which are focussed within the 
settlements as well as scattered within the wider farmland. Ancient Woodlands are also 
present, adding to the well-vegetated character.  

8.3  Overall, based on the content of this LVIA, as well as consideration against Box 5.1 in 
GLVIA12 and Table 1 in TGN 02/2113, it is considered that the site and its immediate 
landscape setting are not ‘valued’ with reference to paragraph 174 of the NPPF14. 

8.4  Mitigation measures during the site selection and design stages have ensured that the 
proposals will have limited direct effects on landscape elements and limited landscape 
vegetation such as hedgerows will be lost. The design and location of the solar panels 
have also avoided sensitive locations and have been positioned to avoid exposed 
sensitive locations and ‘set-back’ from the boundaries to minimise the influence on the 
adjacent roads and public right of way network. This also allows opportunities for 
additional hedgerow and tree planting and rough grassland habitat creation for nature 
conservation benefits. The proposal location, set within a series of flat to sloping regular 
fields within a wider well-vegetated and wooded agricultural landscape also minimises the 
wider impacts on landscape character, landscape relevant designations and nearby visual 
amenity receptors. In addition, existing boundary vegetation will be protected and 

                                                 
12 Box 5.1, page 84, Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA), Third Edition, 2013, 
The Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 
13 Landscape Institute, Technical Guidance Note 02/21 Assessing Landscape Value Outside National 
Designations 
14 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, National Planning Policy Framework, 
2021 
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enhanced with infill planting in any gaps, to retain and improve the landscape pattern and 
increase screening for nearby visual amenity receptors.  

8.5  The containment and enclosure provided by the well-vegetated wider landscape will also 
ensure that the proposals will only have only minimal effects on both landscape character 
and visual amenity receptors and their views during construction and de-commissioning. 

8.6  During the operation period, the proposals will be contained within a well-vegetated 
landscape but will influence the immediate landscape and views, particularly from the 
major and minor roads that border the site. The majority of wider effects on landscape 
character, landscape relevant designations and visual amenity receptors and their views 
will however be neutral largely because of the enclosure provided around the proposals 
as well as by the wider surrounding dense hedgerows and woodland within the sloping 
landform.  

8.7  With regard to the landscape character areas, the proposals will change and influence the 
immediate landscape but will not dramatically change the characteristics of the wider 
landscape or affect the integrity of the landscape relevant designations. The agricultural 
landscape is already influenced and bisected by major road development and the 
proposals will fit within the existing contained field pattern. The maturing and 
reinforcement of the existing vegetation, selected ‘infill’ planting and extensive new 
planting will help to further integrate the proposals into the landscape pattern and follow 
and promote the strategy and guidelines associated with the landscape character. The 
protection and enhancement of existing boundary vegetation as well as the growth of the 
proposed hedgerow and trees will also help to contain the proposals with minimal 
influence on the overall ‘openness’ of the Green Belt. 

8.8  Although the proposals will be initially perceived in close proximity, particularly from the 
network of major and minor roads which border the site, wider exposed views of the 
proposals from visual amenity receptors will be restricted by boundary vegetation and 
mature vegetation in the wider landscape. The proposed mitigation measures, as shown 
in the Landscape Masterplan, including infill planting of the existing retained boundaries 
and the growth of new hedgerows and trees will help to restrict even further any potential 
views of the proposals, particularly for those receptors, including users of the surrounding 
road network in close proximity, over time.   

8.9  In summary, the proposals: 

 Are set within the regular landscape pattern within and contained by mature and well-
vegetated field boundaries, including mature woodlands; 

 Are within the Green Belt, but through sensitive siting as well as the management and 
strengthening of existing field boundaries and the growth of extensive landscape 
mitigation measures, including hedgerows and trees will restrict any influence on the 
overall openness of the Green Belt over time; 

 Will add a built element to the landscape, which will initially influence the immediate 
character; 

 Will be initially perceived in close proximity, particularly from open and/or elevated 
locations along  the network of major and minor roads which border the site; 

 Will largely not influence the wider landscape or views, including the setting of 
landscape relevant designations, away from the immediate boundary of the site; 

 Will not create ‘additional’ cumulative effects or contribute to a ‘solar’ landscape or to 
views influenced by numerous solar schemes; and 
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 Overall, will influence the immediate landscape and views in close proximity but will 
have minimal (if any) wider impacts on landscape relevant designations, landscape 
character and visual amenity receptors and their views. 
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Appendix B – Technical Information 

Introduction 

The interpretation of the magnitude of impact and the level of effect of the proposals was 
determined with the assistance of specialist computer generated information. 

The Landscape Institute ‘Technical Guidance Note 06/19, Visual Representation of 
Development Proposals, 17th September 2019 was referenced for the creation and 
presentation of the landscape and visual technical graphic information, to accompany and 
inform the landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA). It was also referenced for 
guidance on the use of the camera and photography. 

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) 

The creation of a computer-generated Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) was the first step 
in the assessment of effects. 

The ZTV is shown on a 1:25,000 map base and plotted at A3 size at 1:50,000 graphic 
interpretation (5km radius study area).  

The ZTV helps to inform judgements on the effects of the proposals and provides 
information on: 

 Where visibility is theoretically likely to occur (calculated to the maximum height of the 
solar panels); and 

 Extent and pattern of visibility. 

A ZTV represents a theoretical area from which the proposals or part of the proposals may 
be seen. The ZTV therefore represents potential visibility. 

The ZTV was based on land form data with any ridgelines, plateaux and valleys reflected in 
the extent of predicted visibility.  

The ZTV also takes into account local conditions such as built development and vegetation, 
which can and does significantly reduce the area and extent of actual visibility.  

The ZTV however does not convey the magnitude of impact or level of effect. However, it 
forms an appropriate starting point for undertaking the LVIA. 

The ZTV is also a useful basis for selecting potential viewpoints and photomontage 
locations. 

Photographs 

Photographs included in the assessment were taken when conducting the site survey. 
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The photographs were taken with a Nikon D610 camera with a Nikon AF-S Nikkor 50mm 
f/1.8g fixed lens.  

The photographs were taken with the aid of a tripod with the head fixed on a vertical and 
horizontal axis also incorporating a spirit level to ensure ‘level’ photographs. 

The photographs were taken in landscape format. 

The camera was positioned at 1.5m above ground level, unless otherwise specified (such 
as a hedge, tree or other obstruction in the view).  

GPS co-ordinates and height data (AOD), using a hand-held GPS device was taken at 
every photographic location. A compass bearing was taken to ensure the direction of view 
was correct. The horizontal field of view was also recorded. 

The series of overlapping photographs were taken, with each photographic frame 
overlapping between 20-30% and stitched together using Adobe Photoshop software to 
provide panoramic views. 

Viewpoints and Photomontages 

Viewpoints 

A number of viewpoints from which the proposals may be visible were selected.  

The viewpoint photographs were taken in fine weather with good visibility in September 
2021 and January 2022. 

Each viewpoint is illustrated as an annotated panoramic photograph.  

The viewpoints meet the following criteria: 

 A balance of viewpoints from the main directions of view; 

 Provide a representative selection of views and receptors towards the proposals; and 

 For receptors most likely to experience the greatest change of view. 

Photomontages 

A photomontage is where a computer rendered image of the proposals is superimposed 
onto the existing photographic view. Photomontages are a valuable tool for presenting an 
overall realistic impression of the proposals in the landscape from selected agreed 
viewpoints. 

The finished image is a representation of the likely appearance of the proposals only.  

Photomontages were produced to illustrate the view that would be experienced by the 
viewer at the selected viewpoint when facing towards the proposals.  

They are illustrated at significant times during the life of the proposals and could include: 

 Existing view; 
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 Proposed view (Year 0) – to illustrate the ‘worst-case’ immediately following 
completion of the construction of the proposals; and 

 Proposed view (Year 10) – to illustrate the growth of any landscape mitigation 
measures, if applicable. 

For all photomontages: 

 There is an element of judgement. While the base data is factual (DTM/photograph) 
within established parameters, the finished image is a representation of the likely 
appearance of the proposals; and 

 Each photograph incorporates the lighting and conditions as seen. The photomontage 
upon which it is based therefore only represents the appearance of the proposals as it 
would have appeared at that time, on that day and at that time of year. 
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Appendix C – Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)  

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  




